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Theodore the V/olf Now, Look Here, Corporal'

ABOVE. CARTOON

booked up for a speakinc engage
ment here. But he couldn't keep 
the date. He fell down stairs and 
broke a leg. •

MANY BLACK AND WHITE »ketches such as this (depicting the trip of a 
G! suck through Pont laundry) added to prestige of Pfc. Paul Dannheiser. who left

ALTHOIGH THEODORE, by Sgt. Sansone, is a syndicated 
release from Camn Newspaper Service, this cartoon, used exclu
sively for two years, in a sense ’belongs' to the Sentry. Originally 
the cartoon simply depicted a “dogface." Because of the division 
here at the time, the Sentry chose the title "Theodore the Timber 
Wolf.” Later Sansone began calling his own creation “The Wolf.” 
Theme of "The Wolf" cartoons is definitely simple. Its great appeal 
seems to lie in the ingenious quirks, with which Sansone imbues 
his central character. Theodore has followed the Sergeant through 
training camp, to Alaska and to the South Pacific area.

Adair for Camp Ellis. Dannheiser. incidentally, is no« attending GI brick-layers school.

BEST SENTRY

Cartoons
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Bitter Irony Dept.
Salt Lake City tCNSi — Ear 

Campbell, of Chicago, director of 
the National Safety Council, was all
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Here are a few of what we be
lieve to be most representative 
cartoons run by the Sentry in the 
past two years.

Chosen are works by cartoonists 
who have appeared often in these 
pages. Four are local, two syndi
cated. Dozens of others we would 

! like to use, but the space situation 
I prohibits.
I On page 11 is a story covering 
I art at Adair.

ROST-WAR CARS TO 
BE DOLLED <JR '42>*

BOSTON. Mass. (ALNS) — A 
meeting of automobile distributors 
•»eld here was told by the general 
manager of a Detroit automobile 
plant that tne first post-war cars 
rill be DM2 models “dolled pp." He 
leclared that a job of debunking 
.»ad to be done, to correct an im- 
•rvssion that entirely new models 
will roll off the assembly lines after 
the war. The number of models will 
also be cut down, he declared.
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